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First..  
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A simple approach 
to reach your audience  



      What is your story? 1 

      Who is it for? 2 

      Where to reach them?  3 

      How to reach them?  4 



      What is your story? 

what do you want to communicate,  
what is your objective. 

 

1 



      Who is it for? 

who is your target audience, 
and.. where are they (looking) 

2 



      Where to reach them: channels  3 

Channels 
 

 

Own(ed) 

New Existing 

Other 



      Where to reach them: publish  3 

Facebook: native or via Youtube 
Youtube 
 Vimeo* 

Website or blog 
.. 

 



      How to reach them: talk  

Website and blogs 
Facebook 

Twitter 
Instagram 
Magazines 

Linkedin 
TV 

WOW 
 

.. and don’t forget search aka google 
 
 

4 



      What is your story? 1 

      Who is it for? 2 

      Where to reach them?  3 

      How to reach them?  4 



A few pointers 



      A few pointers > 

/ Prepare a basic set, like a press kit: 
   Title, summary, still(s), a short trailer.. 
 

 

 

/ Carefully think about title, txt and keywords: 
   To draw attention and appear in search results..  
 



      A few more pointers : YouTube > 

/ Don’t forget the description: 
   a summary of your film with a link to.. 
 

/ Set a preview image 



      A few more pointers: Twitter > 

/ Use hashtags and mentions as part of your txt: 

   #geoscience #egu16 @EuroGeosciences 

 
 / Combine with images or trailer of your film 

/ Build a relevant network: 
   Follow peers and relevant organizations etc. 



      And even more pointers: Facebook > 

/ Mention people etc. as part of your txt: 

   @EuroGeosciences @Peter 

 
 
/ Combine with images or trailer of your film 

/ If you have some budget: spent it on Fb 



      And: > 

/ What would you do..  
   ..or ask your audience. 

 
 



Some examples to.. 
make it concrete 
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